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Abstract. Runtime Monitoring or Verification deals with \textit{traces}. In its most simple form a monitoring system takes a trace produced by a system and a specification of correct behaviour and checks if the trace conforms to the specification. More complex applications may introduce notions of feedback and reaction. The notion that unifies the field is that we can abstract the runtime behaviour of a system by an execution trace and check this for conformance. However, there is little uniform understanding of what a trace is. This is most keenly seen when comparing theoretical and practical work. This paper surveys the different notions of trace and reflects on the related issues.

1 Introduction

Runtime Monitoring or Verification \cite{[29, 45]} is a form of dynamic analysis where a system of interest is abstracted as an execution trace. The most common notion of runtime verification is to take a specification of correct behaviour \(\phi\) and a trace \(\tau\) and check for language inclusion i.e. \(\tau \in L(\phi)\). This can be applied \textit{offline} by collecting a trace as a log file or \textit{online} by monitoring the system whilst it is running.

How the trace \(\tau\) is captured from the system and described for the monitoring process is important. We observe that currently (i) there is no general notion of what should be recorded in a trace, and (ii) there is no general format for recording traces as log files. This state of affairs hinders interoperability of runtime verification tools, sharing of case studies and benchmarks, and application of runtime verification techniques (as time must be spent deciding how to generate traces).

A solution would be to develop a general trace format to be used in runtime verification that is optimal from the perspective of runtime verification tools. However, we also observe that recording log files or execution traces is common in many areas of software engineering where runtime verification is not used. To encourage use of (formal) monitoring techniques in such areas it is important to understand the kinds of traces they deal with.

Therefore, we begin in Sections 2 and 3 by reviewing existing notions of trace, both within and outside the runtime verification community. Then we discuss two important
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points. In Section 4 we discuss what should appear in a trace, and in Section 5 we dis-
cuss what format a trace file should take. Finally, Section 6 concludes with a discussion
of what further issues to take into account when considering general trace formats.

2 Traces in Runtime Verification

We briefly review the role and occurrence of different notions of trace within the field
of runtime verification.

2.1 Traces as Models

Traces are typically introduced as models of specifications written in a specification
language. It is common to say that a specification $\varphi$ denotes a (usually infinite) set of
traces. More precisely one would normally define a signature $\Sigma$ which induces a set of
possible interpretations or traces $T$, and define a denotation $|\varphi| \subseteq T$, i.e. the conditions
for the trace to be a model for $\varphi$. As discussed below, the signature and the form of
traces built from it can vary. But in general the signature will capture a notion of event
and traces will be (finite) sequences of events.

**Propositional Traces.** The most simple case of this is when regular expressions or
state machines are used as specifications and traces are taken as finite traces of proposi-
tional symbols. For example, the regular expression specification $(ab)^*$ has the trace
$abab$ in its language but not the trace $abbab$. Another popular language for runtime
verification is Linear Temporal Logic (LTL). In the propositional case it is common to
have a one-event-at-a-time assumption. This makes the traces similar to those above.
However, in contrast to model checking, traces are usually considered finite, and there
have been various proposals for finite-trace versions of LTL. Relaxing the one-event-
at-a-time assumption means that multiple events may occur at each time point, leading
to a sequence of sets presentation. For example, assuming some appropriate finite-trace
semantics, the LTL specification $\Box(a \rightarrow \Diamond(b \land c))$ has the trace $\{a\}, \{\}\{b\}, \{b, c\}$ in its
language. More complicated notions of trace tend to build on these ideas and we briefly
cover some of these in the following.

**Adding Time.** The traces above introduce a qualitative notion of time i.e. give an order-
ing of events. However, they do not capture the quantitative distance (in time) between
events. There have been various extensions of specification languages to deal with this.
We can add clocks to automata to get timed automata \cite{2, 17} and add intervals to get
timed regular expressions \cite{4}. Intervals can also be added to LTL to get extensions such as
Metric Temporal Logic (MTL) \cite{44, 54} and Timed Propositional Temporal Logic
(TPTL) \cite{3}.

Such specifications often come with two alternative notions of trace or variations on
their semantics. The first is to take a pointwise semantics as before where specifications
denote (possibly infinite) timed words that add (strictly increasing) real-valued times-
tamps to events (or sets of events). For example, the MTL specification $\Box(a \rightarrow \Diamond_{(1,3)} b)$
has the trace \((1, a)(1.5, a)(3.5, b)\) in its language but not \((1, a)(1.5, a)(2.4, b)\) (again assuming an appropriate finite trace semantics). The second is to consider a continuous semantics where the trace is captured by a signal function \(f : \mathbb{R}_+ \rightarrow 2^\Sigma\) mapping time \(t\) to a set of events \(f(t)\) holding at time \(t\). A signal function can be transformed into a timed word and a timed word can be transformed into a signal function if they satisfy properties that mean that an infinite number of events cannot occur in a finite amount of time. For signal functions this is called the finite variability property and for timed words this is called the non-Zeno property. Pragmatically, the difference between the pointwise and continuous view is that the former has an event-driven quality, and the second more intuitively reflects a setting where a system is periodically sampled.

**Adding Data.** Relatively early on in the history of runtime verification it was noted that it was useful to add a notion of data to specification languages, in order to capture traces with data carrying events. There is a wide range of different approaches to specification but the underlying traces are similar although the context of the specification language often leads to differing terminology when talking about traces.

There is a large body of work [1, 7–9, 20, 49] dealing with traces as (finite) sequences of so-called parametric events of the form \(e(a, b, c)\), where \(e\) is an event name and \(a, b, c\) are data values. We note that not all of these work uses the term parametric event, but the overall concept remains the same. A separate effort is built on the existing theory of data words captured by register automata [26, 32]. The notion of trace is the same i.e. a trace is a sequence of letters from a finite alphabet paired with a data value from some infinite set. We mention this work separately as it is associated with a large body of theoretical work from outside of runtime verification [41, 52, 61].

A few extensions naturally lift propositional temporal logic to first-order, introducing functions, predicates, and quantification. As per the standard lifting, interpretations must be extended to interpret function and predicate symbols, thus leading to additional information being added to the trace as in [15, 25]. Although we note that it is unusual to do this in practice. It is common [15] for specifications to restrict functions and predicates to some well-defined theory such as arithmetic. In this case the interpretation of such symbols is implicitly defined by the theory. An approach to monitoring called monitoring modulo theories [25] (following satisfiability modulo theories) considers traces mixing theory symbols and so-called observation symbols capturing system events.

In cases where specification languages include a notion of quantification, the domain of quantification must be captured in some way. In some situations it would be reasonable for this to be captured in the specification (e.g. if quantifying over some fixed set of values) but more typically it is considered part of the trace. Whilst it would be reasonable to define this domain separately it is most common [7, 20, 58] for it to be defined exactly as values extracted from the trace. Independently of how the quantification domain is captured there is also the consideration of whether it should be fixed throughout the trace. For example, some approaches [68] quantify over values seen in the trace so far rather than the whole trace. Such decisions can significantly alter the interpretation of the specifications.

As a final note, once the notion of event is no longer propositional it is possible to introduce the notion of events with complex structure. So far, in our discussion, events
have had a flat form consisting of a name and a sequence of data values. This may not reflect real-world scenarios where data structures often encapsulate other nested structures, and recorded observations therefore may have structured fields. However, it is not common to consider structured events, although such efforts have been seen. For example, in [35] a first-order temporal logic is defined over XML documents where events are structured XML records.

**Data and Time.** One can add both data and time to produce a language that has more complex traces. One can, of course, treat time as just another element of data, and this is often sufficient. However, approaches that do this do not lend particular support for special metric operators as the specification language is not aware of the special status of this data.

One example of a language that combines data and time is Metric First Order Temporal Logic (MFOTL) [16] defined over traces consisting of timestamped parametric events. Another example is Signal Temporal Logic (STL) [48] where (continuous semantics) MTL is extended so that signals are real-valued (rather than boolean-valued). Implicitly this means that each propositional event has a real-valued parameter. Properties can then place conditions on functions of signals over time. There is also an extension of STL that deals with time-frequency analysis where traces are represented by a spectogram (a two-dimensional representation of time versus frequency) [27].

We would also like to mention a specific form of structured data in traces coming from the related field of statistical model checking. Spatial-Temporal logics [12, 31, 33, 34] are defined over sequences of spatial structures, for example quaternary tree structures [34]. This is an example of an application domain where the structure of data is well-defined and the specification language is interpreted over this structure.

### 2.2 Instrumentation Techniques

Another way of viewing what traces are, from a runtime verification perspective, is to consider the different instrumentation techniques commonly used in runtime verification as these reflect what is being observed.

**Instrumenting Java.** The most common approach in the literature for observing events in Java programs is to use AspectJ [6]. This approach tends to be used for intercepting method calls and their parameters. Therefore, event names typically relate to method calls with a few exceptions, for example taking and releasing locks. However, early work on Java instrumentation was more general. The Java-MaC [42] tool introduces a low-level language for identifying events in terms of program variables and fields in objects. Alternative approaches to Java instrumentation include JVM agents (used by RV-Monitor [47]) and Java Reflection (used by JUnitRV [24]). Again these techniques tend to focus on method invocations, but are not restricted to these.

**Instrumenting C.** Instrumentation techniques for the runtime verification of C (and C++) programs are less well established. There exists some work on extending the AOP
approach to C, but with relatively little uptake compared to AspectJ. RMOR [36] is a framework for monitoring the execution of C programs against state machines using an aspect-oriented pointcut language similar to AspectJ’s. The system is implemented in the C analysis and transformation package CIL [22], which itself is programmed in Ocaml. AspectC++ [5] is a mature framework for aspect-oriented programming in C++. InterAspect [66] provides a GCC-plugin that supports pointcut definitions for the GIMPLE intermediate language. Finally, [21] reports on recent promising work and gives a good overview of previous efforts. The two main other approaches are manual instrumentation and code rewriting (as done by E-ACSL [43] and RiTHM [51]). For C programs it is more common to take changes in variable values as events. Another large consideration for C programs is that of memory safety, and this is a common behaviour to observe.

Other Languages. Whilst Java and C remain the two most common languages considered for monitoring, there exists some work on monitoring other languages. There is a recent body of work monitoring Erlang programs (ELARVA [23] and detectEr³). Initially, this work took advantage of Erlang’s tracing mechanism to hook into Erlang’s virtual machine to receive events as messages [23]. More recent work [18, 19] employs an Aspect-Oriented Programming framework to inject instrumentation as in AspectJ. It should be noted that when monitoring Erlang programs there is an additional issue of distributed (asynchronous) computation to contend with. There is also some work on monitoring Python programs [59] which employs function decorators to modify functions with additional instrumentation.

Hardware Instrumentation. For hardware monitoring there appears to be two main approaches [70]. The first is to add a passive device to the system bus and “sniff” ongoing activities. For example, BusMOP [56] uses this approach to detect I/O accesses, memory accesses and interrupts. The second approach is to directly access relevant signals and registers and compile the property to be monitored directly to a circuit [39, 46, 62, 69]. The former approach is event-triggered whilst the second samples a continuous signal on clock cycles.

3 Traces Elsewhere

In this section we briefly discuss sources of traces in areas that have received a mixed level of attention from the runtime verification. Understanding what traces are available here could be useful in understanding what kinds of traces we should be dealing with.

Web Servers. Web servers typically log accesses and errors. There are a number of standards for access logs supported by the main web server technologies. For example, the Common Log Format⁴ logs each access as a single line consisting of the host, an

³ http://www.cs.um.edu.mt/svrg/Tools/detectEr
⁴ https://www.w3.org/Daemon/User/Config/Logging.html#common-logfile-format
identity, the user, a date, the request, the status and the number of bytes. Within this the identity, timestamps and statuses are also standardised. Whilst this format is quite straightforward, and looks similar to what we discussed above, the more complex (draft) Extended Log Format\(^5\) uses a header to specify the data types in each field.

**Databases.** Database systems typically log transactions to guarantee durability of data. As these logs are meant for internal consumption there is little available about the format of such logs. The information stored would typically involve the query type and any arguments. As these logs are used to ensure durability they are typically circular i.e. older records are overwritten by newer records once the changes in older records have been flushed to main storage.

**System Logging in Unix.** When exploring security related issues it is common to observe the system calls made to the Unix kernel. Tools for this task include `strace` and `ltrace`. `strace`\(^6\) attaches to a process and records system calls and signals. Each line of the log file records the system call name followed by its arguments in parenthesis and its return value. For example,

```
open("/dev/null", O_RDONLY) = 3
```

records `open` being called with a pathname and flag. Errors include the relevant error number and string, for example

```
open("/foo/bar", O_RDONLY) = -1 ENOENT (No such file or directory)
```

Additionally, signals are printed as signal symbol and decoded siginfo structure. For example,

```
sigsuspend([] <unfinished ...>
--- SIGINT {si_signo=SIGINT,si_code=SI_USER,si_pid=...}
+++ killed by SIGINT +++
```

is an excerpt from stracing and interrupting the command “sleep 666”. `ltrace` is very similar to `strace` but intercepts calls to dynamic libraries. This could be used to detect calls to the standard C library (for example).

**System Logging in Windows.** As expected, Windows systems have more propriety logging facilities than Unix-based systems. However, one can access Windows Event Logs, which record a range of different events occurring in the system. Recorded events contain a source, category, identifier and an event-specific string such as a filename or username. Events can be of a number of kinds, e.g. application events, system events, security events. There has been some work filtering and extracting well-defined events to perform log checking \([60]\) but it seems that this is not well-supported.

\(^5\) [https://www.w3.org/TR/WD-logfile.html](https://www.w3.org/TR/WD-logfile.html)

\(^6\) This information is based on that found in `man strace`. 
4 What Should Go Into the Trace

Let us attempt to summarise the previous review to draw some conclusions about the kinds of things that should be supported in traces (ignoring the format of such things for now). Firstly, it is clear that we need good support for Data and Time as these are fundamental. In addition, we note that separate support for time is beneficial as it may have special requirements (e.g. is strictly increasing) not shared by normal data parameters. Beyond this there are a number of ideas to discuss.

Assumptions about relevance The main observation from Section 2.2 is that RV activities tend to specify the required events, record such events in a trace, and perform monitoring on that trace. However, many log files produced for other purposes will attempt to record as much relevant information as possible. Any useful system for recording and using traces would likely need to support traces containing more information than is relevant to the task in hand.

Do we need event names? It would seem that each event should be given a name. However, this could be an overly rigid requirement coming from a particular view of monitoring. In the setting of hardware monitoring where one has a number of signals one is observing, there is no notion of event name, as each event contains the same information i.e. a vector of values. Perhaps forcing an event to have a name is therefore restrictive.

Ordered or named parameters? Previously we assumed events had a fixed number of parameters and the values for each parameter was included in events. However, this does not allow for two scenarios. Firstly, where there are a large number of parameters and only a few are relevant. Secondly, where there may be a variable number of parameters but we know that the particular parameter of interest will be present. These cases can be addressed by identifying parameters by a name rather than a position. Supporting these alternative presentations would extend applicability to these scenarios.

Structured events. Most observations mentioned in the previous section are flat e.g. system calls have a flat list of parameters. However, there are some notable contexts where data values may have structure that should be recorded. A simple case is where the data value is a collection of other data values i.e. has variable non-fixed size. Two places where this issue is likely to occur is when serialising data structures and in Web Services, where structured data is common-place.

Notions of equality and other types. There is often an implicit direct notion of equality i.e. that one can compare data values in the trace directly. However, this may be too simplistic. For example, if one were to record memory addresses to identify data structures then equality should be interpreted within the context of memory management or garbage collection, which indicates the lifetime of that identity\(^7\). When richer

\(^7\) The issue here is that over the lifetime of a program the same memory address could refer to different data structures if some structures are deleted.
data values appear in the trace there may be non-standard interpretations for equality operations on them. In either case, additional information may be required to interpret the trace.

**The MetaData.** One may need more information to understand the trace than is described in the events. For example, domains of quantification, the relevant signature/alphabet, sampling information, units for certain measurements etc. It would be useful for a trace format to support additional (structured) metadata of this kind. Otherwise a separate file will be required.

**Capturing context.** For some monitoring activities there is a wider context that may be relevant. For example, when monitoring Java applications it may be relevant when a certain (monitored) object is garbage collected. This could be encoded as events.

5 What Format Should a Trace File Take?

It seems clear that traces should follow a well-defined common format. This allows parsing and printing tools, as well as libraries to be easily reused. This was the approach taken by the RV competition [10, 11, 30], and we here review the file formats used for this competition, highlight their advantages and disadvantages, and point out some alternative uses of these formats.

**Comma Separated Values (CSV).** This standardised format is often used for the storage and transport of simply structured data. It would be difficult to represent complexly structured events in this format. Parsing of CSV files is, however, very efficient due to its simple format. Each data record in a CSV file occupies one line. Values on the line are separated by commas. An optional initial header line can contain column names, allowing CSV processing software to access values by name. It is important to note that whitespace is taken as part of values.

In the case where all events have the same number of arguments, and each position has the same interpretation across lines, the CSV format is optimal. As an example consider the CSV file containing drawing commands taking x- and y-coordinates as arguments:

```
command, x, y
move, 3, 4
draw, 0, 4
move, 0, 0
draw, 3, 4
```

However, the typical case is that different commands take different numbers and kinds of arguments, with different interpretations. During the latest RV competition CSV files were for example generated for keeping track of Java operations on maps (update map, update map, update map).
create the collection of keys of the map, create a derived iterator from this key set, use the iterator - and check that after an update to a map no such derived iterator is further used). The CSV files used a header as in the following example:

```
event, map, collection, iterator
updateMap, 6750210, ,
createColl, 6750210, 2081191879, 
createIter, , 2081191879, 910091170
useIter, , , 910091170
updateMap, 1183888521, ,
```

Note that in order to match the header, empty fields are required when a particular column is not relevant to an event. A CSV file can also be constructed without using a header, in which case the CSV file reading software must know and interpret the postions of the arguments correctly. Here arguments are just listed sequentially without blank fields in between. Positions here have different interpretations for different commands, for example argument number 1 in a updateMap command is a map while argument number 1 in a createIter command is a collection:

```
updateMap, 6750210
createColl, 6750210, 2081191879
createIter, 2081191879, 910091170
useIter, 910091170
updateMap, 6750210
```

Finally one can consider a format where there is also no header, but where fields are named in each row (every second position in a line is the name of a value, which then follows in the next position):

```
updateMap, map, 6750210
createColl, map, 6750210, collection, 2081191879
createIter, collection, 2081191879, iterator, 910091170
useIter, iterator, 910091170
updateMap, map, 6750210
```

**eXtended Markup Language (XML).** This standardised format associated with web services is a markup language where data are tagged. In the RV competition five tags were introduced: log, event, name, field, and value. The following gives a log consisting only of the second event in the previous log.

```xml
<log>
  <event>
    <name>createColl</name>
    <field>
      <name>map</name>
      <value>6750210</value>
    </field>
  </event>
</log>
```

9 See https://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml
This format clearly supports structured data and also metadata, for example an event could be further tagged with additional time information:

```
<event timestamp="1462810918">
    <field>
        <name>createColl</name>
        <value>6750210</value>
        <value>2081191879</value>
    </field>
</event>
```

Although this does not add much functionality as the same information could be represented as data (e.g. in CSV); the role of metadata is to separate data from information that describes it.

However, the above representation is verbose. Similar to the CSV format, the XML format can be simplified, not mentioning names of fields, but rather giving them just by position. The above one-event log would in such a solution become simpler, although still somewhat verbose:

```
<log>
    <event>
        <name>createColl</name>
        <value>6750210</value>
        <value>2081191879</value>
    </event>
</log>
```

Finally, XML supports the notion of *schema* that defines the expected structure and can be used to validate XML documents.

**JavaScript Object Notation (JSON).** This standardised\(^\text{10}\) format stores structured attribute-value pairs as well as arrays. The first one-event log presented as XML above can be captured in JSON as follows.

```
[
    {
        "createColl" : {
            "map" : "6750210",
            "collection" : "2081191879"
        }
    }
]
```

This seems to have the advantages of XML but is relatively more concise. Similar to the cases of CSV and XML, JSON can be made more succinct by using arrays to model positional arguments, as in the following where we have listed all the events in the original CSV file:

Tool Formats. Finally, we note that some tools have their own propriety trace file format. Monpoly [14] has a plain text format with an event per-line where each line contains a timestamp, event name and then (optionally) some data parameters. Both OCLR-Check [28] and BeepBeep [35] make use of custom XML formats.

6 Discussion and Conclusion

The aim of this paper was to review various notions of trace from a runtime verification perspective, and beyond. This review has been relatively lightweight but hopefully provides some discussion points and useful references. We finish with a few discussion points relevant to the topic of traces, which we have not yet touched.

Rolling Logs. Something that is rarely dealt with in runtime verification is the issue of monitoring logs from systems that have been running for a long time. The first problem is that one will not want to repeatedly analyze all logs from the beginning of time. Approaches will be needed for accumulating monitoring results from past analyses. The second problem is that of bootstrapping, if one has not been recording logs so far, but wants to start monitoring, then it may be necessary to make some assumptions about the unseen logs.

Uncertainty. A common issue is where a trace contains partial information. This can either be partial by construction and therefore known to be partial, for example where a system’s execution is sampled only periodically for efficiency reasons [13, 40, 67]. Or it may be partial due to unreliability in the recording process. In either case it may be necessary to either estimate or predict what has been omitted, or provide some confidence in the computed verdict. An alternative approach is to compute the distance between the observed behaviour and expected behaviour [55, 57].

Concurrency. We have ignored the issue of concurrent or distributed systems. Such systems can be abstracted as a set of separate but related execution traces with a single trace per concurrent or distributed process. A notable property of such systems is that there is (generally) no notion of a global clock. If the behaviour of each process is independent then it may be sufficient to consider the behaviour of the system as a set of independent sequential traces. However, it is more common for there to be dependencies between processes. In such a case there is a choice: one can enforce a total ordering of events or record the observed partial order.
The first case equates to flattening the set of traces into a single trace, for example serialising the trace by selecting an arbitrary ordering. But unless this ordering is enforced (via synchronization) the trace may not reflect actual behaviour, possibly leading to false positives or false negatives in monitoring. If the ordering is enforced by synchronization this can have a large impact on performance.

In the second case it is typical [50, 53, 63, 64] to consider a distributed computation as a partial order \((E, \rightarrow)\) on a set of events \(E\) based on the happens-before relation \(\rightarrow\). The happens-before relation necessarily totally orders events from the same process and represents synchronisation (e.g. message passing) between different processes. In such a setting a global state (or consistent cut) is a tuple of events (one from each process) representing a frontier in the distributed computation that satisfies the happens-before relation. These global states can then be formed into a computation lattice or state lattice where one global state is above another global state if it occurs strictly later in the computation. This differs from the previous structure as the nodes now represent global states rather than individual events. A path through the computation lattice is one possible global trace of the system and it is typical to consider all such traces. In the context of multithreaded programs there exist methods generalising the happens-before relationship by considering additional causal relationships [38, 65]. This can lead to more possible global traces being explored, increasing the chances of finding buggy behaviour even if this behaviour was not observed at runtime. Such exploration of all possible global traces in the partial order has similarities to model checking [37]. However, a model checker will explore all possible traces of the program, whereas the above described method will not.

As a concluding remark, it is clear that any efforts to unify notions of trace and standardise how runtime verification tools record and process events will be beneficial to both the developers and users of such tools.
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